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a b s t r a c t

An isotropic–anisotropic shift 2D correlation spectroscopy is introduced that combines the advantages of
both magic angle turning (MAT) and magic angle hopping (MAH) technologies. In this new approach,
denoted DMAT for ‘‘discrete magic angle turning”, the sample rotates clockwise followed by an anticlock-
wise rotation of exactly the same amount with each rotation less or equal than 360� but greater than
240�, with the rotation speed being constant only for times related to the evolution dimension. This back
and forth rotation is repeated and synchronized with a special radio frequency (RF) pulse sequence to
produce an isotropic–anisotropic shift 2D correlation spectrum. For any spin-interaction of rank-2 such
as chemical shift anisotropy, isotropic magnetic susceptibility interaction, and residual homo-nuclear
dipolar interaction in biological fluid samples, the projection along the isotropic dimension is a high res-
olution spectrum. Since a less than 360� sample rotation is involved, the design potentially allows for
in situ control over physical parameters such as pressure, flow conditions, feed compositions, and temper-
ature so that true in situ NMR investigations can be carried out.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

Since the pioneering work of Andrew and Eades [1], the magic
angle spinning (MAS) experiment has become one of the most use-
ful experiments in the field of NMR. By spinning the sample about
an axis inclined at an angle of 54.74� with respect to the external
magnetic field and at a sample spinning rate of several kHz or
more, a high resolution, high sensitivity isotropic spectrum is pro-
duced that is free from line broadening induced by a variety of spin
interactions such as chemical shift anisotropy, and magnetic sus-
ceptibility and weak homo-nuclear dipolar interactions. The fast-
MAS experiment has therefore found widespread application in
the study of solid and semi-solid samples, including characterizing
organic [2,3] and inorganic solid materials [4,5], biological tissue/
cell samples [6–13], and biofluids [14–16], etc.

However, the gain in high spectral resolution and the high sen-
sitivity come with the loss of the anisotropic information that, in
general, provides more structural information than the isotropic
shift. Furthermore, because of constant fast sample spinning used
in MAS, it is very difficult or impossible to carry out a true in situ
investigation where precise and simultaneous control over pres-
sure, flow, feed composition, and temperature are needed.

To recover the anisotropic information, many two dimensional
experiments have been developed during the last three decades
Inc.
[17–37] All of these techniques share the common feature of sep-
arating the anisotropic line shape (either as a powder pattern or as
a spinning sideband pattern) by isotropic chemical shift differences
in the 2D spectral plane. The projection along the isotropic dimen-
sion is a high resolution spectrum similar to that obtained from
fast-MAS. Among these techniques, the magic angle hopping
(MAH) experiment pioneered by Bax et al. [17] has the potential
to meet the requirements for in situ investigations. In MAH, two
successive rapid 120� sample rotations followed by a reverse
240� rotation about the magic angle axis are used. For the times
prior to the first 120� rotation, between the two 120� sample rota-
tions and after the second 120� rotation, the magnetization is al-
lowed to precess in the transverse plane. Immediately prior to
each 120� rotation, a projection pulse is used to project either
the cosine or sine component of the magnetization to the main field
direction.

Since only a total of 240� sample rotation is involved in the
MAH experiment, tubes can be connected to the sample chamber,
allowing simultaneous control over pressure, feed composition and
temperature. Attempts have been made to construct such an MAH
probe for in situ investigations of catalyst reactions [19]. However,
because of the technical difficulties associated with MAH, the
method has not found wide applications. For example, it is difficult
to maintain the rotation axis precisely at the magic angle. It is
equally difficult to achieve precisely the required 120� sample
rotations about the magic angle axis, and any errors associated
with the rotation angles result in line broadening along the isotro-
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Fig. 1. (a) The SP-PHORMAT pulse sequence, and (b) rotation speed profile used in
the discrete magic angle turning (DMAT) experiment. In (a), the p/2 pulses are
represented by black narrow rectangles; the p pulses are shaded grey. Projection
pulses are labeled by ‘‘p1” and ‘‘p2” while read out pulses are synchronized at ‘‘0”,
‘‘T/3” and ‘‘2T/3”, where T denotes the period of rotation corresponding to the
constant speed rotation segment in (b). The magnetization precesses in the
transverse plane during the periods labeled a1, b1, U1, a2, b2, U2, a3, b3, and U3, and
is along the longitudinal axis during the periods labeled ‘‘L”; s is an echo delay time
determined by the probe ringdown and receiver recovery time, and ‘‘t” is the time
for acceleration or deceleration.
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pic dimension [20]. Consequently, the spectral resolution along the
isotropic dimension of MAH is much poorer than that from fast-
MAS. Furthermore, the main physical components associated with
the hopping probe do not last long because of the significant
mechanical wear caused by the rapid hopping–stopping motion
used.

In 1992, Gan realized [27] that the effect of each 120� sample
rotation in the MAH experiment can be realized by using constant
speed sample rotation and then synchronizing the read pulses at
1/3 of rotor periods of sample rotation. Gan’s findings have subse-
quently revolutionized the MAH experiment. A number of improve-
ments [28–34] have been made on Gan’s original experiment, with
this class of experiments that use slow, constant sample rotation
being named magic angle turning (MAT) by Grant’s group [30–
34]. Compared with the MAH experiment, the MAT experiment is
easy to perform for a number of reasons. First, the magic angle
can be set experimentally with high accuracy because constant
speed sample spinning is used. Second, the read pulses can be
spaced accurately at 1/3 of the rotor cycle with the aid of a simple
rotor synchronization device [31]. Third, the experiment may be
carried out using either simple homemade large-sample-volume
probes or commercially available MAS probes [31–34]. Because of
the very slow sample spinning employed in the MAT experiment,
a large-sample-volume may be used that provides for high sensitiv-
ity in the measurements. In addition, it is easy to maintain stable
slow sample spinning for long periods of time. As such, MAT probes
are very reliable and long-lasting. The MAT experiment, and espe-
cially its improved version, i.e., phase-corrected-magic angle-turn-
ing (PHORMAT) [31], has been successfully used for measuring
principal values of the chemical shift tensor in systems with com-
plex molecular structures [38–40]. Recently the PHORMAT experi-
ment has been extended to obtain high resolution 1H NMR
metabolite spectra [41,42], including localized spectra of various
organs and tissues in small live animals such as mice [43–46], be-
cause ultra-slow sample spinning as low as 1 Hz can be used.

Despite the success with MAT and/or PHORMAT, due to the use
of rotation at constant speed the original developments still limit
in situ investigations where pressure control is required. In this pa-
per, a new method is reported that combines the advantages of
both magic angle turning (MAT) and magic angle hopping (MAH)
technologies. In the new approach, denoted DMAT for ‘‘discrete
magic angle turning”, the sample rotates clockwise followed by
an anticlockwise rotation of exactly the same amount, with each
rotation less then or equal to 360� but greater than 240�, and the
rotation speed is constant only for times related to the evolution
dimension. Since at most 360� sample rotations are involved, gas-
eous and liquid feed lines may be directly connected to the NMR
probe without the plumbing interfering with the mechanics asso-
ciated with continuous sample rotation. Thus, this design permits
in situ control over temperature, pressure, flow conditions, and
reactant feed composition. The methodology is potentially useful
for in situ investigations of catalytic reactions under precisely con-
trolled conditions, and for studies that involve biological fluids
such as dense cell systems or cells attached to solid surfaces. While
further developments in these directions are currently under way,
in this paper the basic principles of the DMAT experiment along
with the design of a special probe for the NMR measurements will
be reported. Preliminary results obtained on solid powder samples
of adamantane and 1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene will be used to illus-
trate principles of the technique.

2. Theory

The DMAT pulse sequence, where the cross-polarization (CP)
segment in the original PHORMAT sequence [31] is replaced by a
single p/2 pulse, is given in Fig. 1a. In Fig. 1a, the labels for the tim-
ing and phases of the pulses are similar to those in the original re-
port [31] except that the phases of the first pulse, labeled as ‘‘a”, are
changed accordingly to the single pulse version of the experiment
(SP-PHORMAT) [41]. The new addition to the SP-PHORMAT is the
speed profile of sample rotation depicted in Fig. 1b, which is the
key to the DMAT experiment. Briefly, the sample rotor is stationary
initially, i.e., f0 = 0 Hz, then the rotation is accelerated with con-
stant acceleration rate ‘‘a” (with unit in degree/s2) during the time
period, ‘‘t”, such that at the end of ‘‘t”:

fC ¼ a� t=360; ð1Þ

where the unit of fC is in Hz. This is then followed by a constant
speed sample rotation with speed fC over a period P2T/
3 + 2s + b3 + (tb)max/3 � 2T/3 + 2s + (tb)max/3, where T corresponds
to the period of rotation at constant speed fC, and (tb)max is the max-
imal evolution time used in the 2D experiment. At the end of con-
stant rotation period, the rotation is decelerated to f = 0 using
acceleration with value equal to ‘‘�a” and over a time period of
‘‘t”. This is followed by the recycle delay time period of the experi-
ment. Data acquisition (ta) begins immediately at the end of the last
tb/3. The period of ta can be completely during the constant speed
rotation time, or a portion of ta can be during the constant rotation
time with the remainder extending into the deceleration time ‘‘t”.
During the recycle delay time, the rotation is precisely reversed.
In practice, the rotation is controlled by a digital encoder. Such a
digital encoder has finite resolution ‘‘N”, e.g., in our system
N = 2000 counts evenly distributed over a 360� sample rotation.
The counts per degree rotation is thus N/360. The total number of
counts during the acceleration period ‘‘t” is thus:

Counts ¼ ða� t2=2Þ � ðN=360Þ: ð2Þ

Therefore, by selecting the desired value (an integer) of
‘‘Counts” and ‘‘fC”, one can find solutions to ‘‘a” and ‘‘t” based on
Eqs. (1) and (2). For example, assuming a constant speed rotation
fC of 2 Hz that needs to be reached during the acceleration time
‘‘t” of 110 ms, based on Eq. (1), the acceleration, ‘‘a”, would be
6545 degrees/s. According to Eq. (2), the number of ‘‘Counts”
would be about 220, corresponding to 39.6 degrees of sample rota-
tion during ‘‘t”.



Fig. 2. (A) Picture of the DMAT apparatus showing: (a) the NMR probe; (b) the DC
Servo motor; and (c) the computer programmable control box. (B) Close-up picture
of the NMR probe with various parts labeled: (1) the teethed pulley assembly (i.e.,
the DMAT sample rotation module) that fits into the sample rotor; (2) the first
teethed driving belt; (3) the two pulleys with flat surfaces that are rotating in
opposing directions, which are used to change the directions of rotation of the belt
(2); (4) a teethed pulley that is identical to (1); and (5) a teethed pulley that is
integrated with (4) such that a full rotation of (5) causes a full rotation of (4), (5) is
then connected to the input pulley of the NMR probe as shown in (A). (C) The
drawing containing only the pulling assembly in (B) for changing the direction of
sample rotation from a rotation about the magic angle axis to a rotation about an
axis that is perpendicular to the main magnetic field direction.
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A detailed theory for the PHORMAT experiment has been re-
ported previously [31], and the DMAT is a straightforward exten-
sion of this PHORMAT theory. In Fig. 1a, the magnetization
precesses in the transverse plane during the periods labeled by
the total phase accumulation angles, a1, b1, U1, a2, b2, U2, a3, b3,
and U3, and is along the longitudinal axis during the periods la-
beled ‘‘L”; s is an echo delay time determined by the probe ring-
down and receiver recovery time. Keeping in mind that the
function of each p pulse is to negate the phase of the magnetiza-
tion, the projection pulses labeled by p1 and p2 project either the
cosine or the sine component of the magnetization to the external
magnetic field direction. During L, the component of magnetization
that remains in the transverse plane is destroyed by either dipolar
dephasing (in the case of solids), or by pulsed field gradients (for
the case of biological samples). It follows from Refs. [31] and [41]
that, for the (+) sequence, by selecting the phases of the pulses
and adding 32 individual FIDs together [41], the following com-
bined FID is obtained:

Fþ ¼ eiððbþ1 þbþ2þbþ3 Þ�ða
þ
1þaþ2 þaþ3 ÞþðU

þ
1þUþ2 þUþ3 ÞÞFaðtaÞ ð3Þ

Where FaðtaÞ corresponds to the FID along the acquisition dimen-
sion ta, which is a powder average of the response in a solid powder
sample. It follows from Ref. [31] that

aþ1 þaþ2 þaþ3 ¼
Z s

0
xðcðtÞÞþxðcðtþT=3ÞÞþxðcðtþ2T=3ÞÞ½ �dt ð4Þ

bþ1 þbþ2 þbþ3 ¼
Z s

0
xðcðtþsÞþxðcðtþsþT=3ÞÞþxðcðtþsþ2T=3ÞÞ½ �dt ð5Þ

Uþ1 þUþ2 þUþ3 ¼
Z tb=3

0
xðcðtþ2sÞÞþxðcðtþ2sþT=3ÞÞþxðcðtþ2sþ2T=3ÞÞ½ �dt ð6Þ

Since T is the rotor period during the constant speed rotation
period, the angles cðxÞ, cðxþ T=3Þ and cðxþ 2T=3Þ, where x = t,
t + s, and t + 2s, respectively, describe rotor positions equally
spaced at 120� around the axis of rotation. When the rotation axis
is inclined at the magic angle with respect to the external field,
these three rotor positions put the static magnetic field in three
mutually perpendicular directions when viewed from the sample.
For a spin subject to a second-rank interaction such as the chemical
shift anisotropy, magnetic susceptibility interaction, and weak
dipolar coupling, the resonant frequencies at these mutually per-
pendicular field direction average to the isotropic value of the
interaction. Thus,

xðcðxÞÞ þxðcðxþ T=3ÞÞ þxðcðxþ 2T=3Þ ¼ 3xiso ð7Þ

where xiso is the resonant angular frequency of the isotropic shift.
Hence, Eq. (3) becomes:

Fþ ¼ eixisotb FaðtaÞ ð8Þ

Similarly, for the (�) pulse sequence in Fig. 1a, it is obtained that:

F� ¼ e�ixisotb FaðtaÞ ð9Þ

The cosine and the sine components of the FID along the evolu-
tion dimension are obtained by adding and subtracting the F� and
Fþ according to Ref. [31] to obtain the Hyper-complex 2D FID. Then
a 2D Fourier transformation generates a pure adsorption 2D spec-
trum where the projection along the isotropic dimension is a high
resolution isotropic spectrum, while the projection along the
acquisition dimension is an anisotropic pattern.

Note that the derivations for Eqs. (4)–(9) only require a constant
speed rotation during the evolution time of the experiment; i.e.,
during a time starting from ‘‘0” to 2T/3 + 2s + tb/3 in Fig. 1a. By
forcing a constant rotation time P2T/3 + 2s + (tb)max/3, where
(tb)max is the maximal evolution time used in the 2D experiment,
an isotropic–anisotropic 2D spectrum is obtained. This gives the
discrete magic angle turning (DMAT) approach, where the speed
profile of sample rotation is given in Fig. 1b.

3. The DMAT apparatus

The DMAT apparatus is shown in Fig. 2A. It consists of three
units, including (a) an NMR probe that is capable of discrete sam-
ple rotation about the magic angle axis, (b) a DC Servo motor
whose rotation is precisely controlled by (c) a computer pro-
grammed control box. The Servo motor is firmly mounted onto a
thick aluminum base. The rotation speed profile of the Servo mo-
tor, defined in Fig. 1b, is transferred to the NMR probe via a set
of teethed belts and pulleys such that the rotation speed profile
of the sample rotor is the same as that of the Servo motor.

3.1. The NMR probe

A close-up picture of the prototype DMAT probe is highlighted
in Fig. 2B, and key parts of the probe are described next. (i) A mech-
anism for changing the direction of sample rotation from a rotation
about the magic angle axis to a rotation about an axis that is per-
pendicular to the main magnetic field direction. This is achieved
using the teethed pulleys and belts as illustrated in Fig. 2B ‘‘1–5”.
To facilitate the explanation, a drawing containing only the pulling
assembly is highlighted in Fig. 2C. One end of a teethed pulley
assembly, ‘‘1”, made of Vespel material, fits tightly around a com-
mercial zirconium rotor with dimensions of 7.5 mm OD and 6 mm
ID. To achieve the required tight fit, the pulley assembly is pre-
cooled in liquid nitrogen for a few minutes immediately prior to
insertion of the rotor. The sample is then loaded at RT, followed
by inserting a plug to the other end of the sample rotor. A flat belt,
‘‘2”, with one face having teeth that match those of the pulley (‘‘1”)
is used to drive the rotation of the sample. The alignment angle of
the belt is changed via two pulleys, ‘‘3”, with flat surfaces that are
rotating in opposite directions so that the other end of this teethed
belt fits into a second pulley, ‘‘4”, that is identical to the one at-



Fig. 3. 13C CP/MAS spectrum of 1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene obtained at a sample
spinning rate of 3.05 kHz and using the high speed spinning module of the DMAT
probe. The peaks that are unlabeled are spinning sidebands from the various labeled
isotropic peaks. The figure inset shows expanded peaks corresponding to the C1 and
C3 carbons of 1,2,3-TMB that differ by 0.46 ppm. This spectrum was obtained using
a contact time (CP) of 2 ms, and by adding eight scans with a recycle delay time of
5 s. The p/2 pulse width for the initial 1H was 6.5 ls, and the 1H field strengths were
about 38.5 and 30 kHz during CP and decoupling periods, respectively.
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tached to the sample rotor (i.e., ‘‘1”) but its rotor axis is perpendic-
ular to the main magnetic field direction, B0. In this way, the rota-
tion of the sample rotor about the magic angle axis is changed to
the rotation of a pulley, ‘‘4”, with its axis perpendicular to B0, which
is extended to the input pulley of the probe via another teethed
pulley, ‘‘5”, whose rotation is synchronized with pulley ‘‘4”. In
practice, pulleys ‘‘4” and ‘‘5” are integrated together so that they
rotate at the same speed. (ii) A mechanism for precisely turning
the magic angle. A quick-release module, ‘‘6”, allows the sample/
pulley assembly ‘‘1” to be easily removed. A fast spinning module
(not shown) with a typical pencil type MAS probe design can be
quickly mounted to the lower end of the stator, ‘‘7”, such that
the system operates as a typical fast-MAS probe. The fast MAS
module is for setting up the magic angle using, e.g., KBr. (iii) An
air bearing for the sample rotor is used. The advantages of using
an air bearing are that the rotation axis of the sample can be pre-
cisely maintained. The device also lasts longer due to the protec-
tion of the air bearing from wearing out the supports.

3.2. The DC Servo motor

A commercial DC Servo motor, with an encoder having a 2000
element resolution for a full rotation was purchased from Cleve-
land Motion Control (PM SERVO MOTOR MOD ME2130-1988, Bille-
rica, MA, USA).

3.3. The computer programmable control box

The computer programmable speed controller (Model DMC-
1414) was purchased from Galil Motion Control, Inc., Rocklin CA,
USA. The DMC-141 is an encased stand-alone, self-contained device
that provides multiple and various interfaces, including, e.g.,
computer interconnects for speed programming, connections for
receiving a TTL trigger signal from the NMR spectrometer, etc. A
home-made Visual Basic program was used to realize the speed pro-
file given in Fig. 1b. The motion is initiated by a trigger TTL signal
sent out from the pulse sequence given in Fig. 1a.

A driving belt of desired length (�1 m) links the pulley of the DC
Servo motor and the input pulley of the NMR probe as indicated in
Fig. 2A. The length of the belt is determined by the stray magnetic
field since the DC Servo motor contains a small amount of iron that
makes the motor paramagnetic. In the current configuration, a belt
length of about 1 m is sufficient to place the motor in a location that
is safe for operation. The pulley of the Servo motor and the input pul-
ley of the probe, as well as the pulley labeled as ‘‘5” in Fig. 2B are iden-
tical. Since ‘‘5” and ‘‘4” in Fig. 2B rotate at the same speed and pulley
‘‘4” is identical to that of pulley ‘‘1” in Fig. 2B, the rotation speed pro-
file of the sample rotor is the same as that of the DC Servo motor.

4. Experimental results and discussion

All experiments were performed on a Varian-Chemagnetics
300 MHz Infinity spectrometer, operating at Larmor frequencies
of 75.438 and 299.9835 MHz for 13C and 1H, respectively. The ma-
gic angle was set using KBr with the high speed spinning module of
the probe mounted. Fig. 3 shows a 13C CP/MAS spectrum of 1,2,3-
trimethoxybenzene that was obtained at a sample spinning rate of
3.05 kHz after setting the magic angle. The peaks corresponding to
the C1 and C3, differing by 0.46 ppm, are partially resolved. This
spectral resolution is identical to what can be obtained with a reg-
ular commercial fast-MAS probe at the same magnetic field. This
result indicates that the magic angle is set with accuracy similar
to commercial probes.

The quick-release mechanism of the probe, labeled as ‘‘6” in
Fig. 2B, allows for the high spinning module to be replaced by
the DMAT module without affecting the rotation angle of the sam-
ple rotor. In this way the magic angle is maintained in the DMAT
experiment. Fig. 4 shows the 2D 13C DMAT spectrum of adaman-
tane obtained using the SP-DMAT pulse sequence in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4a shows the isotropic–anisotropic 2D correlation spectrum,
where F2 and F1 correspond to the chemical shift anisotropic and
isotropic shift dimensions, respectively. The anisotropic projection,
given in Fig. 4b, is obtained by summing all of the data on to the F2

axis. The corresponding half line width, defined as line width at the
half height peak positions, is about 177 Hz. In this case, the chem-
ical shift anisotropy is small. Fig. 4c gives the isotropic projection,
where the half line width is approximately 30 Hz, approaching that
(e.g., about 10 Hz) usually obtainable with a high performance
commercial fast-MAS probe.

By replacing the first pulse labeled as ‘‘a” in Fig. 1 with a CP seg-
ment, a CP version of the DMAT experiment, i.e., CP-DMAT, can be
generated in the same way as previously reported in the PHORMAT
experiment [31]. The results of such an experiment obtained on
1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene (1,2,3-TMB) are summarized in Fig. 5.
Compared with the results previously obtained using magic angle
hopping (MAH) on 1,2,3-TMB [20], the spectral resolution along
the isotropic dimension (Fig. 5c) is significantly enhanced owing to
the more accurate angle setting in this one step rotation of the DMAT
experiment. In fact, spectral resolution along the isotropic dimen-
sion of DMAT is similar to that obtained using a regular MAT exper-
iment with constant speed rotation and similar 1H decoupling
strength [33]. For example, in both the DMAT (Fig. 5c) and the
MAT [33] experiments, the peaks corresponding to methoxy carbons
M2 and M1,3 are well resolved. It may even be possible to resolve M1

and M3, as shown for the case of a fast MAS spectrum given in Fig. 3, if
an increased decoupling strength is used, which is limited in the cur-
rent experiments to only about 38 kHz with the presently available
probe. Fig. 6 shows the anisotropic powder patterns corresponding
to C1,3 and C2 in 1,2,3-TMB, from which it can be determined that
the difference between the principal values of d11 and d33 are 145
and 108 ppm for C1,3 and C2, respectively. The isotropic line widths
obtained from Fig. 5c are about 2 ppm, where a line narrowing factor
of 54–72 was achieved. These results unambiguously prove that the
DMAT experiment works equally as well as the previously reported
traditional MAT using constant speed rotation.

5. Conclusions

For proving the concept of a new so-called DMAT method, we
have demonstrated that a chemical shift anisotropic–isotropic 2D



Fig. 4. 13C NMR spectra of adamantane obtained by SP-DMAT: (a) the isotropic–
anisotropic 2D correlation spectrum; (b) the anisotropic projection that was
obtained by summing all of the data onto the acquisition dimension, i.e., the F2 axis;
and (c) the isotropic projection that was obtained by summing all of the data onto
the evolution dimension, i.e., the F1 axis. The peak labeled by ‘‘*” is a probe
background signal. The 2D data were acquired using the following parameters. The
rotation speed corresponding to the constant speed rotation segment was 2 Hz, i.e.,
T = 500 ms. The acceleration time, denoted by ‘‘t” in Fig. 1, from 0 to 2 Hz was about
110 ms. The first pulse labeled by ‘‘a” was triggered 4 ms after the constant speed
was reached, and the recycle delay time was 3 s. The free-induction decays in the
acquisition dimension (t2) contained 256 complex points and were transformed to
spectra with a spectral width of 10 kHz. The 2D data were collected using 200 t1

steps, incremented by 500 ls, corresponding to a maximum evolution time of
100 ms and an evolution spectral width of 2 kHz. 2D data sets were acquired with
the (+) and the (�) SP-DMAT pulse sequences in Fig. 1 using a total of 64 scans at
each t1 value, resulting in a total measuring time of about 11 h. Hyper-complex 2D
data sets were constructed according to the procedure detailed in Ref. [31] using a
macro driven program developed on the Varian-Chemagnetics Infinity
Spectrometer.

Fig. 5. (a) 2D contour plot of a 13C CP-DMAT spectrum of 1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene
(1,2,3-TMB). (b) Anisotropic power pattern that was obtained by summing all of the
data onto the F2 axis. (c) High resolution isotropic projection that was obtained by
summing of all the data onto the F1 axis. The 2D data were acquired using following
parameters. The rotation speed corresponding to the constant speed rotation
segment was 3.5 Hz, i.e., T = 285.7 ms. The acceleration time, denoted by ‘‘t” in
Fig. 1, from 0 to 3.5 Hz was about 68 ms. The first pulse labeled by ‘‘a” was triggered
4 ms after the 2 Hz speed was reached, and the recycle delay time was 5 s. The free-
induction decays in the acquisition dimension (t2) contained 128 complex points
and were transformed to spectra with a spectral width of 40 kHz. The 2D data were
collected using 70 t1 steps, incremented by 90 ls, corresponding to a maximum
evolution time of 6.3 ms and an evolution spectral width of 11.11 kHz. 2D data sets
were acquired with the (+) and (�) DMAT pulse sequences in Fig. 1 using a total of
256 scans at each t1 value, resulting in a total measuring time of about 25 h. The 1H
B1 field during both CP and decoupling periods was about 38 kHz.

Fig. 6. The sliced chemical shift powder patterns corresponding to C1,3 and C2

carbons of 1,2,3-TMB obtained from the 2D DMAT spectrum in Fig. 5a. These spectra
were obtained by selecting a slice at the center of the isotropic chemical shift
position of the peak and in parallel to the F2 axis.
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correlation spectrum can be obtained for solid powder samples of
adamantane and 1,2,3-trimethoxybenzene using only one rotation
greater than 240� but less than 360�, that is followed by exactly the
same amount of a reversed rotation. In principle, for any spin-
interaction of rank-2 such as chemical shift anisotropy, isotropic
magnetic susceptibility interaction, and residual homo-nuclear
dipolar interaction in biological fluid samples, the projection along
the isotropic dimension is a high resolution spectrum. Importantly,
the DMAT method has the potential to permit simultaneous in situ
control over pressure, temperature, flow conditions, and feed com-
position, and should, therefore, find many useful applications for
in situ investigations of catalytic reactions, complementing the ele-
gant constant fast-MAS in situ technologies developed by Hunger
et al. [47,48]. In addition, biological systems such as dense cell sys-
tems or cells attached to solid surfaces, where tubes need be at-
tached to a sealed sample rotor for controlling the physiological
conditions, can also be readily investigated.
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